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we do this by calculating the average seasonal change in coffee shop density for each neighborhood and then finding a cluster with the highest average seasonal change. the result of this analysis is shown in fig 5. comparing fig 5 and fig 3 it is clear that neighborhoods with the highest average
seasonal change in coffee shop density are also the ones with the highest average yearly change in coffee shop density. this is again an interesting observation because it suggests that if one were to observe a neighborhood that has increased in coffee shops over time and not changed, it could
be an indication that the neighborhood was already a popular area and that further changes in its coffee shop-density were caused by newly emerging coffee shops. our model is able to capture such dynamics. the observed pairwise correlations are shown in fig 4. this is not surprising because
large and closely located neighborhoods tend to correlate well. indeed, let us look at the financial district, which is close to our first cluster (financial district and soho). the only overlap of two pairs is financial district and soho (r= 0.6) and financial district and west village (r=0.6). the other pairs

have pearson correlation scores of less than 0.2. therefore, we conclude that neighborhoods are part of the highly clustered areas with an impact on one other. this indicates that after adjusting for the most obvious neighborhood-pair effects, we are still left with a large variance for these
relationships. most studies employing this approach rely on either single or less than a small number of geographically defined data sets. the australian study in [ 3 ] includes all of australia and includes 7,743 spatial units. the resulting slope coefficient of 0.2273 per 100 people for population

density and.0658 per 100 people for percent female is higher than the coefficients found in the us data set.
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we apply a string similarity algorithm using the jaro-winkler metric. for our purpose, the jaro-winkler metric is an efficient and accurate similarity measure for strings. since it requires less information than other similarity measures, it is suitable for this problem. the jaro-winkler distance between
two strings s1 and s2 is defined as: based on the aic/bic values, we also chose m1 as the best model. the aic/bic value of m1 are -88.6/-35.6, which are both substantially lower than m5 and m6. m1 also has the smallest coefficient and error terms, which suggest that m1 is the best model. in this
study, m1 is the best model because of the homoskedasticity assumption. m5 and m6 have both auto-correlation and trend. however, their out-of-sample error terms are not constant. this means that their estimated values cannot be robustly used. in the following, we will use m1 in the model

estimation. to test the stability of the results, we also do a similar analysis on the monthly home prices dataset for san francisco. this model series would have a no-change assumption. in m7, the regression is also homoskedastic. the assumption is also maintained in the autocorrelation analysis.
the aic/bic values for m7 are -65.2/-35.0, which are again substantially lower than m5 and m6. the coefficients and error terms for the five models are summarized in table 4. the coefficients are almost the same. this may mean that m7 is the best model, but we cannot say for sure. 5ec8ef588b
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